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TUSK-MAC REVITALIZATION STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN

OVERVIEW

Plan Purpose
Macon County is a proud community in
central Alabama ready for change. Leaders
in Tuskegee and its residents demonstrate
this as an engaging society that’s
communally active. Its residents are
innovative, adaptive, and hard-working.
Hardship has created many of these
qualities, which has resulted in complex and
deeply rooted challenges. Overcoming these
challenges has played an important role in
shaping the community’s members into the
resilient group they are. With this in mind,
any plan for Macon County must reflect the
attributes of its residents.
The Tusk-Mac Revitalization Strategic Action
Plan has been designed to do just that. Its
goal is to empower residents to be the
drivers of their own development. By doing
so, strengths and assets will be utilized
more dynamically through knowledge and
familiarity in order to overcome challenges.
Intended outcomes will lead to the desired
growth and improvements in county quality
of life over time.

Our student consultant team has strived to
find how relationships between connectivity,
health, diversity, opportunity, and appeal are
present. We have looked for these
elements in the course of our research in
order to identify meaningful assets and gaps
to focus on. Analysis has been data-driven,
yet attentive to the desires of local
residents.
This strategic plan is intended to inform
leaders in Macon County and Tuskegee and
makes recommendations for future
development initiatives. It endeavors to
address revitalization in a holistic manner
with strategies that reinforce one another
and have far-reaching impacts. These
recommendations require community
knowledge to ensure a transparent process
and buy-in to ensure committed effort. It
is our sincere hope that this plan provides
insight to pursue that effort and help
Macon County experience its potential
prosperity.
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Background
Since Alabama’s inclusion into the United
States as a territory, Macon county has
been a melting pot of peoples from its
Creek Indian inhabitants to the newly
migrated European and African settlers.
They established towns at Tuskegee (the
county seat), Notasulga, Franklin, and most
recently, Shorter.
Heavily reliant on its slave labor population,
the area saw prosperity through agriculture
until shortly after the end of the Civil War.
Since then, the area has struggled to
establish dominant industries as anchors
for economic growth.
In 1881, Tuskegee was home to pivotal
change marked by the establishment of
Tuskegee State Normal School, what would
become Tuskegee University. Through
agriculture advancement and new
educational opportunities, its founders
strove to provide workforce development to
the nation’s newest citizens. Since then,
the town has repeatedly been a host of
change as the training site for AfricanAmerican pilots during WWII and birthplace
of the American Civil Rights Movement.

In 2010, the most recent year with
extensive census data, the county’s
population was just over 21,450, mostly
African-American, with a median household income of $27,544. Since then, the
population has continued a decades-long
trend of gradual decline, while the median
household income has grown somewhat.
Its residents value education, led by
Tuskegee whose high school graduation and
post-secondary attainment rates beat the
Alabama average. Employment in this
sector makes up nearly 25% of its jobs,
with the medical sector making up another
25%. Housing prices are lower than the
rest of the state, but new construction is
flat. It has an ideal location, positioned on
the I-85 corridor between Montgomery and
the Auburn-Opelika area.
Critical challenges include food insecurity,
low income and high unemployment. Most
employed residents must travel outside the
county for work, while nearly the same
number commute in who live elsewhere.
Vacancy has grown as many residents
become less able to afford their mortgage.
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Vision
How could Macon County look in 2030? Booming
small business and new industries tied to regional
neighbors make jobs available for a local workforce.
Downtown Tuskegee bustles with constant foot traffic between shops and a central park. Students of
Tuskegee University and residents share a mutual
pride in their community resulting from new partnerships and physical connectivity not previously experienced. It’s not hard to imagine a Macon County in
2030 that is a herald of growth and empowerment
in Alabama.

Goals
Making this vision happen requires innovative
strategies that rely on a grassroots determination.
Achievable goals can create the reality and improve
quality of life at the same time.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support to small businesses
Strengthen regional ties
Safe, mult-modal opportunities across town
Young professionals enticed to live locally
Healthy, accessible, and affordable food
Homes are occupied
Provisions for more medical services

INTERREGIONAL
CONNECTIVITY

CREATIVE
FINANCING

LOCAL,
HOMEGROWN
& ORGANIC
SOLUTIONS
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STRATEGIC PLAN + RECOMMENDATIONS

The Student Consultant Team recommends
the enclosed plan which is based around
three interrelated principles: Interregional
Connectivity, Homegrown and Organic
Solutions, and Creative Finance. These
priniciples should be applied throughout
continued planning and implementation.
Doing so will help solutions be ambitious,
representative of local residents, and
strengthen regional ties. Leveraging creative
funding sources will enable Macon County to
drive its development in a competitive and
grassroots way.

Local solutions direct maximum benefit to
the local community. Homegrown solutions
leverage the already present strengths of
entrepreneurism and existing social capital.
Organic solutions are sustainable actions
derived from the ground up. Stabilizing
neighborhoods and drawing more commerce
can be stimulated through improving the
built environment. Addressing disparities
in employment and education will result in
greater percentages of residents who work
inside the county as well as workers
choosing to reside in Macon County.

Strengthening interregional connectivity
allows Macon County expand its benefit
from regional markets and build new ties.
Empowering collaborative organizations will
identify as yet unknown opportunities in the
area. This principle also ensures that
Macon County has a place at the table
through cooperative planning.

Effective, sustained development depends
on financing mechanisms from a variety of
sources. Targeted investments in capital will
maximize their impacts in a way that
naturally spreads beyond the original area.
Additionally, Macon County must take
advantage of existing national private
networks as a way of expanding private
resource pools which impacts shared
interest in a historically significant
community.
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TRANSPORTATION

Challenge
In a world that is very auto-dependent, it isn’t uncommon for our the people in our communities
to reduce their walking trips. Tuskegee is no different. Resources and neighborhoods are placed
far enough apart so that citizens find it more convenient to drive their personal vehicles. Though
rural, Tuskegee is a commuter town, where many residents commute outside the city to work and
school and others commute to the city for their job or for university studies.
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Neighborhood Walkability

This figure shows select neighborhoods and
their walkability. The map indicates that the
neighborhoods are disconnected.
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TRANSPORTATION

Walkability
This Walkability map shows the “pedestrian friendliness” of a Tuskegee and Macon County in
terms of how easily accessible certain common amenities and destinations are by walking. It
does this by measuring neighborhood-serving employment density, in jobs per acre, because,
according to HUD, employment density is one of the simplest and most readily available representatives for potentially walkable destinations. This particular map indicates that very little of
the area is “walkable,” and that is primary on Tuskegee University’s campus.
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Pedestrian Connectivity
The more intersections there are per square mile, the more likely it is for there to be a wellconnected street grid with small blocks, which positively affects pedestrian-oriented travel
behavior, i.e. walking trips, biking trips, etc. This Pedestrian Connectivity map shows the
density (or number) of pedestrian-oriented intersections in each Census Block Group in Macon
County. Density of pedestrian connectivity is given in units of intersections per square mile. The
pedestrian connectivity indicator also assesses the ease at which people can use an active
mode of transportation (i.e. walking, biking, or any other mode that requires some physical effort)
to get where they need to go. For the purpose of this community indicator, “pedestrian-oriented
intersections” are defined by HUD and the EPA’s Smart Location Database as 3-leg and 4-leg
intersections on roads, paths, or trails having a speed limit of no more than 30 mph, and on
which pedestrians are permitted.
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TRANSPORTATION

Commuting Modes

Commuting Time

Workflow Patterns
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Opportunity
Challenges facing the city and county in
terms of transportation also present an
opportunity to improve the current conditions
of the existing transportation network. The
sparse density of the city may not be entirely
walkable, but this is where incorporating a
multi-modal system could come into play.

The current conditions of N Main Street, South
Bound.

As we see in the “Workflow Patterns” chart,
many residents work outside of the county,
and their commute times vary, many lasting
more than 30 minutes. To better connect
the city and county on a regional scale, the
time has come to innovate a transportation
network that is more homegrown and
healthy. There is an opportunity to make use
ot resources such as higher education and
local industry to create this type of system.
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TRANSPORTATION
RECOMMENDATIONS

Golden Tiger Transit
While driving is often a convenient option,
public transit offers another means of
trip-making that is more environmentally
friendly and even healthier for the
residents of Tuskegee and Macon County.
Implementing Golden Tiger Transit, named
for the university’s masot, is propsed to
offer residents service around the town in
addition to Montgomery, Auburn-Opelika,
Columbus, and eventually Atlanta, Georgia.
Partnerships with Auburn University’s
engineering and industrial design programs
may even lead to the development of a
desirable bus that runs on bio-diesel for
better fuel economy, and offer free wi-fi to
passengers. While residents of the county
would be able to utilize the transit services,
people in other cities can also have the
opportunity to visit the beautiful City of
Tuskegee via the bus.

The intent is for the buses to serve
absolutely anyone, even those with
disabilities.
The photograph above shows an example
of a bus platform that allows passengers
to board or disembark the vehicle without a
change in elevation.

0

12.5
MILES

Tuskegee - Auburn
Tuskegee - Montgomery
Tuskegee - Columbus
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Tuskegee - Chewacla Bike Share
Tuskegee and Macon County present
great conditions for biking. By promoting
cycling as a means of transportation, the
Tuskegee-Chewacla Bike Share Program
allows residents to enjoy recreational and
conventional biking as a means for leisure
or transportation in general. In a partnership
with Auburn University Industrial Design, we
can also create a comfortable, durable, and
safe bike residents will want to ride.
To promote cycling as a form of
tranportation, The TCBS will sponsor a bike
path spanning through Tuskegee National

Forest to Chewacla State Park in Auburn.
This recreational path will connect major
trails in the national forest to another major
nature-based destination.
In addition, the same bike, and even
personal bicycles will be able to enjoy
an established network of bike lanes
throughout Tuskegee. In turn, as
cycling becomes a prominent form or
transportation, the streets of Tuskegee can
naturally become bicycle-friendly, with or
without designated bike lanes.

The Highway 29 Bike Path will connect Auburn and Tuskegee with a designated bike path beside
the road. The 20 mile path will feature rest areas with extra bikes, water refill stations, and
seating for users.
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TRANSPORTATION
RECOMMENDATIONS

Streetscape Redesign
By redesigning major arterial roads within the city, pedestrians, cyclists, transit, and drivers can
all share the road in a safe and environmentally-friendly way. The rural city has the potential to
become an example for towns across the south.

Martin Luther King Hwy
The corridor from Auburn to Tuskegee (US - 29/80) is a minor arterial road. Its moderate capacity
delivers traffic from collector roads to Interstate 85 and to Auburn’s city center. Its path through
downtown Tuskegee acts as a thoroughfare that simply passes through the city. In order to slow
down traffic for the safety of the citizens, decreasing automobile traffic to two lanes will allow for
the development of bike paths and safer streets for pedestrians. On-street parking will act as a
barrier between drivers and bikers for increased security.
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Current Condition

Proposed Redesign

[A]
[A]
[B]
[C]
[D]

[B]

[C]

[D]

[A]

sidewalk with added vegetation
designated 2-way bike lane
on-street parking
reduced lanes for 2-way automobile traffic
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Main Street
Main Street is also an arterial road serving Tuskegee’s City Center. To accomodate expected
growth, the design of this road will also serve pedestrians, cyclists, cars, and potential transit.
In order to exhibit Tuskegee’s innovative and progressive intentions, the newly designed roadway
will feature solar-powered street lamps. Beautification of this corridor can be made possibly by
removing electric poles and place power lines beneath the street level. The vista down the main
street will be admirable, and the road will promote safety and health among all citizens.
Pedestrian cross walks will better connect both sides of town and even promote tighter
development along the main street.
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Current Condition

Proposed Redesign

[A]
[A]
[B]
[C]
[D]

[B]

[C]

[D]

[C]

[B]

[A]

sidewalk with added vegetation + bike/pedestrian traffic divider
north & south bound bike lanes
narrowed streets to encourage slower traffic
median featuring vegetation, solar-powered street lamps & subterranean power lights
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TRANSPORTATION
IMPLEMENTATION

North - South Line
East - West Line

GOLDEN TIGER TRANSIT
Beginning the process of
establishing the Golden Tiger
Transit fleet should begin with
creating partnerships with the
local motor industry. Exploring
sustainable options such as
biodiesel will lead Tuskegee
to even more strides in
sustainability.
Auburn University may also
play an importan role in the
development of a new and
desirable bus. The Industrial
Design Program is reputable for
being top-ranked among schools
in the United States and is wellequipped to create such a bus.

FUNDING
USDOT

PHASE 1
[1] Create jobs by hiring GTT
staffers and bus drivers from
around the area

DOT.GOV
The TIGER Discretionary
Grant Program has supported
innovative projects. This
multi-modal and multijurisdictional project would
typically be difficult to fund
through traditional federal
programs. Through successful
partnerships, regional growth,
and hometown investment,
the TIGER grant seems to be
a viable option to kick start
these projects.

The U.S. Department of
Transportation recently
awarded Brownsville, Texas
with $10 Million to support
transit, bicycle and pedestian
improvements. A grant of this
caliber would allow proper
phasing
of the
propsed
TUSK-MAC REVITALIZATION STRATEGIC
ACTION
PLAN
projects in this plan.

[2] Test routes that connect the
Tuskegee and the University to
better integrate the City
[3] Adjust fixed routes and explore
option for on-call buses for
convenience of residents

BIKE ROUTES

[1] Expand bus services to dropoff and pick-up at satellite
stations in Montgomery,
Columbus, Auburn, and Opelika
for those that work there or
wish to shop/run errands
[2] Begin funding construction
of designated bike lanes on
major roads in Tuskegee City
[3] Improve walkability by
revitalizing cross walks and
building new ones integrated
with the new bike lanes

BIKE SHARE

While bike lanes and a more
cycle-friendly town is being
established, the construction
of the Highway 29 Bike
Path should be constructed,
featuring solar powered lights,
and rest areas.
All 6 miles apart, the rest
areas will house seating, bike
racks, water refill stations, and
solar-powered lighting to those
riding at night

SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORTATION
NETWORK

PHASE 2

The Tuskegee-Chewacla
Bike Share Program should
be established during the
construction of the Highway
29 Bike path. This will allow
residents to become accustom
to the new service before
expanding their recreational
options through their beloved
forest and beyond.
All things considered,
transportation is guaranteed
to remaind multi-modal and
connected regionally, making
for a safer, more cost efficient
community.
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FOOD SECURITY

Challenge
Access to healthy and affordable food can
be a challenge for rural residents, regardless
of income level. Due to economic factors
such as a low volume of consumers, many
rural areas lack food retailers. Rural shoppers may rely on more expensive and less
nutritious options, such as those available
at a gas station convenience store, or face a
long drive to a town with a grocery store that
stocks fresh produce, milk, eggs, and other
staples. Ironically, the rural areas where
food is grown can often be areas where
residents have limited access to nutritious
food options.
In rural areas, access to food may be restricted by a lack of economic resources
or other factors, such as transportation
challenges. Residents in these rural communities must drive 20-30 miles away to shop
in a larger city with access to a much larger
variety of stores and restaurants. Over time,
food insecurity can negatively affect learning, development, productivity, physical and
mental health, and family life.

Socioeconomic Details
100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Tuskegee Public
Elementary

Tuskegee

% Eligible to Free Lunch
% Eligible for Reduced Lunch
% Ineligible for Free/Reduced Lunch

Holidays with breaks from the routine meals
served at schools for many families throughout Tuskegee comes with intense stress.
Roughly 1 in 5 families with children are not
getting enough food.
For a majority, free or reduced-price school
meals have become a major source of basic
nutrition. When schools close for the holidays, many of those families struggle to fill
the gap.
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Alabama

Opportunity
Although, Tuskegee is facing food insecurity, without a doubt, all students are being
provided with breakfast and lunch meals
when school is in session. Students should
not have to be limited to eating only during
school hours. With the existing farms and
gardens located throughout the county, it
would be ideal to continue to use those food
security initiative programs at every school
and education center in the area. Nonetheless, food trucks are becoming key to areas
with such challenges as Macon County and
some school districts have been using them
to feed students on Thanksgiving, Christmas
and summer breaks.

Macon County Existing Schools
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FOOD SECURITY

Opportunity: Homegrown
It is important to implement solutions that exceed beyond the idea of
simply building more grocery stores, as both rural and urban food desert
areas typically have a hard time attracting and keeping commercial grocery
retailers. Implementing food trucks will give local residents a sense of
engagement with the community and proud to live and work in a city that
can become known for its great, healthy, homegrown food options. Food
trucks have the potential to turn formerly deserted areas into gathering
places. Bringing new food choices to residents and workers in areas where
brick-and-mortar restaurants have not yet opened or where lunch options
are limited, gives local farmers the opportunity to serve as the “food
Macon County Existing Farms
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Farm-based education is among the most effective and promising forms of
environmental, experiential, and place-based education because of the innate
ability in all people to connect to farms. This theory was definitely the late Booker
T. Washington and George Washington Carver’s mindset for the area’s historic
foundation in agricultural education. The recurrence of school gardens into
class curriculum stands in contrast to the network of schools with the farm and
garden-based programs shown on the historic schools with farms and gardens
map of Macon County. The lack of food system infrastructure such as school
gardens played a huge role in educating Macon County residents about food
production, preparation, and preservation. This may have contributed to the loss
of agricultural production within the county. However, it is never too late to revisit
the county’s historic agricultural past.
Macon County Historic Schools With Farms And Gardens

Historic School Gardens
Historic School
Historic School Gardens and Farms
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FOOD SECURITY
RECOMMENDATIONS

Healthy Places, Healthy People
The City of Tuskegee is a town working
towards growing and sustaining their
economic base from existing assets.
With Tuskegee’s historic character it is
important to maintain its rural smalltown integrity even as growth begin to
transform while also being sensitive to
community needs. The idea of locally
grown food trucks mimics Tuskegee’s
founding of being a town based on
agricultural, organic richness. The
downtown square location is a great
start where citizens may congregate and
create new traditions.

Food trucks will be stocked with locallygrown foods from community gardens and
farms.
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Food Truck Friendly Community Benefits
Health

Social

Access to healthy food
Food-health literacy
Healthy eating
Physical activity

Empowerment
Mobilization
Food Security
Youth Education
Socially Integrated Aging

Economic
Local economic stimulation
Job Growth
Job Readiness
Food Affordability
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FOOD SECURITY
IMPLEMENTATION

Vision

Key Stakeholders
Farmers and
Gardeners
Government Officials
Support Organizations
Funders

Financial Resources
Sales of produce
Grants
Donations
Fees for services

Gathering many food trucks in the same location can draw larger crowds while building loyal
clientele.

Support Services
Technical assistance
Advocacy and policy work
Agricultural education
Networking events

Food trucks can create a social gathering space
among residents of the local community.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY

BACKGROUND & RECOMMENDATIONS
ENERGY GOALS & REQUIREMENTS
1. Diverse Power
2. Renewable Energy – Carbon Neutral

3. Energy Self-Sufficiency
4. Job Production

Potential Uses
Consumption Sectors:
• Residential (10,207 households, ACS 2014 5-YR Estimates)
• Industrial
• Commercial
• Transportation
Specific Sites & Applications:
• Residences (Especially Public Housing)
• Waste Water Treatment Plants
• Tuskegee University
• K-12 School System
• VA Hospital
• Farms/Agriculture
• Municipal Solid Waste

52,186
25,731

Residential
19.34%

Transportation

23.94%
Commercial

Industrial

Commercial

Industrial

13.40%

43.33%

EIA estimates for
For Alabama

Transportation

/

MWh Peak MWh/yr on average needed for
yr 10,207 HouseHolds

SOURCES OF ENERGY

77,597

Residential

U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) |State Energy Data
2014: Consumption, “Table C1. Energy Consumption Overview: Estimates by Energy Source and End-Use Sector, 2014”

TOTAL ANNUAL ENERGY NEEDS

155,514

Energy Consumers (Sectors)

/
MWh
/ yr
MWh
/ yr

MWh
Solar Power
yr

OTHER OPTIONS:
BIOGAS (ANAEROBIC/AEROBIC DIGESTION)
•

Wood-Waste Biomass Power
Other Power Options

Using organic parts of Municipal Solid Waste
(MSW), Food Waste, Crop Residues, Manure,
Wastewater, etc.

SOLAR WATER HEATING
CONCENTRATED SOLAR POWER (CSP)

Potential Energy Sources

Energy Consumption and Potential Sources
Solar

Wood-Waste Biomass

77,597

0

20,000

40,000

52,186

60,000

80,000

Other
25,731

100,000 120,000 140,000 160,000 180,000

Average Annual Energy Consumed (MWh/yr)
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+

+
Solar Photovoltaic

Wood-Waste Biomass

Cost & Revenue Analysis
$300,000,000

$250,000,000

CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW

$200,000,000

$150,000,000

$100,000,000

$50,000,000

$0

-$50,000,000

0

1

2
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4

5
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8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
YEAR

SOLAR

BIOMASS
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RENEWABLE ENERGY
IMPLEMENTATION

FUNDING SOURCES

Industry Collaboration

Grant Opportunities:

FORESTRY & TIMBER INDUSTRY
• increasing and bringing in more forestry/
timber industry will provide more jobs
• will provide more biomass (wood, energy
crops, etc.) & specifically bio-waste (wood/
crop residues) to provide electricity/power
• will need to be managed carefully to avoid
water source contamination or other violations of EPA regulated areas

ADECA
AlabamaSAVES
DoE’s SunShot Initiative
DoE’s Solar in Your Community Challenge
USDA REAP
HUD’s Renew300

Strategies & Policies:

• Municipal Bonds
• Energy Performance Contracts
• Advocating the adoption of a state Net
Metering policy (or Feed-In Tariffs/Performance Based Incentives, etc.)

Local Resources & Opportunities:

AGRICULTURE
• inceasing agriculture productivity and the
number of farms and types of crops grown
will also increase the amount of potential
biomass available for power
GREEN ECONOMY

• USDA Regional Office
• USFS & Tuskegee National Forest
• ACES, Macon County Office
• TUCEP, Tuskegee University Cooperative
Extention Program
• CISC, Carver Integrative Sustainability
Center

References & Informative Resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SEIA, Solar Energy Industries Association
EIA, U.S. Energy Information Administration
NREL, National Renewable Energy Laboratory
RETScreen International, Clean Energy Project Analysis Software
USDA
EPA
USFS
U.S. DoE
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HOUSING + REAL ESTATE

Challenge
The constriction of the national housing
market and the decline in Tuskegee’s
population have created a housing crisis due
to large numbers of vacant and dilapidated
housing.
Empty and deteriorating homes can be
eyesores, can make neighbohoods feel less
safe, and can create fire and safety hazards.
Combined with an already shrinking market,
this can send home values even lower. As
more people left Tuskegee, demand for new
and existing homes shrank greatly, further
damaging the real estate market.
Since the home is the largest savings
vehicle for most Americans, a shallow
housing market can greatly affect household
economics, wiping out years of equity and
slowing the creation of new savings. The
people of Tuskegee are at a disadvantage to
their neighbors when it comes to access to
this wealth-creation vehicle.

Housing Units in 2012
12,000
10,000

2,191

8,000
6,000
8,094

4,000

938

2,000
0

3,545
Macon County
Occupied Units

Tuskegee
Vacant Units

Tuskegee’s housing vacancy rate is
substantially higher than that of Macon County.
Such an elevated vacancy rate causes spillover
effects onto occupied units.

Vacancy Rate
25%
20%
15%

21.5%
15.9%

23.7%

13.3%

12.4%

10%
5%
0%

Both Macon County and Tuskegee have
housing vacancy rates above that of the state
average, and well above that of neighboring
communities.
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Housing Conditions in Tuskegee

HOUSING + REAL ESTATE

Opportunity
Mayor Haygood has made
removal of abandoned homes
a civic priority, and continued
focus on this problem will
open up new opportunities in
housing. The city has recently
announced the demolition of
18 abandoned homes near
the recently completed Mt.
Olive Missionary Baptist,
which will greatly enhance the
character of the neighborhood
and help spur reinvestment
in properties. By continuing
and expanding these targeted
demolitions, the city can
eliminate the safety hazards
created by these structures
and continue to improve the
neighborhoods of Tuskegee.
Additionally, the lessdamaged vacant homes
provide an opportunity to
create new housing options.
Some properties may be
good options for conversion
into student housing, while
others are better suited
as single-family homes. A
plentiful range of options will
be healthy for the community
and the housing market, and
targeted renovations offer a
unique, local path forward. By
investing in what is already
present, Tuskegee can
reinforce its historical identity
while building a strong
housing base for present and
future residents.
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Funding & Implementation

Some vacant properties, such as
this Bibb Street home, are in liveable
condition, but may need minor

Other properties are structurally
sound but may be in need of rehabilitation.

The Troubled Asset Relief Program has
granted $25 million to the State of Alabama
for the demolition of derelict homes,
administered through the state’s Habitat
for Humanity affiliates. By partnering with
Macon County Habitat, the city can tap
these Hardest Hit Fund resources to help
finance the removal of blighted properties.
Owners of derelict properties will be able
to donate their properties for tax-benefits,
though the city should also continue using
condemnation for dangerous properties,
transferring these properties to Habitat
for demolition. After removal, Habitat will
retain the lots in holding, and will be able to
develop new home construction as needed.
The window for securing TARP funds is
tight; proposals must be submitted by
December 31, 2017. Quick action is
needed, but securing as many approvals in
this timeframe will make major steps toward
improving Tuskegee’s housing stock.

Why Civic Demolition?
The demolition of a derelict
property can cost up to
$8,000...
... but taxes are often less
than $200, making demolition
far more expensive than
maintaining the status quo.

Some dilapidated homes have fallen into such disrepair that they will
require demolition.

... the city and partners have
better access to funds and

HOUSING + REAL ESTATE
IMPLEMENTATION

The future home of the You Know!!
Design Studio, a center for adaptive
design and education in Macon County.

As a collaboration between Tuskegee and Auburn
Universities, the You Know!! Design Group will
address publicly-engaged design issues in
Macon County through informed and innovative
processes. The downtown studio will give students
an opportunity to work directly with the community,
creating an immersive learning and working
environment. Renovating and adapting Tuskegee’s
built environment will be an ongoing project at the
studio, driving change in the area.
You Know!! will be an adaptable space, able
to serve a variety of public uses. The Runway,
an adjacent incubator space, will give smallbusiness owners an affordable starting place,
while students with You Know!! assist in creating a

PHASE 1: DEMOLITION
The removal
of dilapidated,
hazardous
homes is the
first priority for
neigborhood
revival.
Partnering with Macon County
Habitat for Humanity, the City of
Tuskegee and the You Know!!
Design Group will lead efforts to
aquire, demolish, clear and green
parcels with blighted homes.
The transfer of parcels to Habitat
allow access to Alabama’s TARP
Hardest Hit funds, a $25 million
pool dedicated to demolition
of problem properties. A tight
window to apply for these funds
necessitates quick action. HUD’s
Neighborhood Stabilization Program
also offers a potential source of
additional funds.
After clearing, lots can be reused
for
new Habitat
construction, STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN
TUSK-MAC
REVITALIZATION
helping satisfy Tuskegee’s need for
affordable, high-quality housing.

PHASE 2: STABILIZATION
Tuskegee’s
many historic
homes are a
tremendous
resource for the
community, but
many are in poor
shape and need structural repairs
to avoid becoming damaged to the
point of hazard. Some of these
properties are centrally located
grand homes with potential civic
uses, but the community holds
many smaller homes warranting
preservation.
State-administed Community
Development Block Grants, as well
as HUD NSP funds, can be tapped
to help shore up these threatened
properties.
The students of the You Know!!
Design Group will be especially well
positioned to plan and design the
architectural improvements needed
to stabilize these properties within

PHASE 3: REHABILITATION
Clearing and
stabilizing
properties may
be necessary
initial steps,
the most
important part
of enhancing Tuskegee’s
neighborhoods lies in renovating
and rebuilding homes for the
community.
Aside from simply restoring these
homes, the city will be able to work
with the students and staff at You
Know!! to enact unique, appropriate,
and affordable plans that draw
from Tuskegee and Macon County’s
rich history and natural resources
through the use of locally sourced
supplies, innovative new timber
products, and architectural salvage
saved from demolitions. You Know!!
aims to be on the forefront of new
design and construction ideas, and
will use these ideas to strengthen

This historic home, located along the
Water Street entrance corridor, is a prime
preseration and renovation target.

STRONG, STABLE
NEIGHBORHOODS

After renovation, the You Know!! Design Studio and
attached small-business incubator will be a cornerstone of
development activity in downtown Tuskegee.

SOCIAL CAPITAL

Challenge
Social Capital can be defined as those resources essential in social relations which promote unified action. Framing this definition from the viewpoint of hazard and disaster preparedness and
mitigation, we can examine the innate social capital existing in Macon County. A brief overview of
the Macon County Hazard Mitigation Plan of 2010, identifies a list of 58 total critical facilities that
would be impacted in the event of a disaster.
This list includes both critical facilities that are considered either an asset or a potential liability
(1) Buildings or locations vital to the response and recovery effort, such as police and fire stations
and telephone exchanges; and (2) Buildings or locations that, if damaged, would create secondary
disasters, such as hazardous materials facilities and nursing homes.

Figure 1. There are 58 county wide critical
facilities
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Opportunity
In accord with the county’s three major goals in their hazard mitigation plan of
2010, there exists an opportunity to fortify the existing social capital throughout
the county. Particularly relevant is goal number three:
“Educate the general population about
hazards and hazard mitigation options.”
A total of 152 non-profit & 501C organizations were found via Tax Exempt World
website. By including civic organizations such as non-profit and 501C organizations into the master list of critical facilities and service providers, we can increase the county’s social capital asset base. While at the same time connecting
local emergency planning services to the greater community citizen leadership.

Figure 2. There are 152 county wide civic organizations

SOCIAL CAPITAL
CONNECTIONS

Social Capital Leadership
The city of Tuskegee as the county seat, is not only the locus of leadership but as
well the center point for all hazard and disaster response and mitigation efforts.
Total critical facilities in Macon County is 58, with 37 or 63% of these situated in
Tuskegee. Total number of civic organizations for the county is 152, with 117 or
77% of these located within Tuskegee.
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MACON COUNTY

HISTORICAL, POLITICAL, & SOCIAL CONTEXT

Map of Native American territories in Mississippi, Alabama, and
Georgia

Early development of Tuskegee Normal School

Macon County, Alabama was once part of a
territory in the Creek Nation. In time, the area
would become a melting pot of Creek natives,
African slaves, and European settlers.

After becoming an official county of the state
of Alabama in 1832, the region’s physical and
social structures were significantly altered mostly
through political influences.

EARLY 1800’S

Era of Transition

EARLY 1900’S

Map of Main Indian Removal Routes. Clay & Escott

Government agent Benjamin Hawkins with Creek Indians

Diversity has always been a part of both
Alabama and Macon County’s history. Before being
designated as a county by the Alabama Legislature,
the area flourished through connections with other
Native American tribes; exceptional management
of natural resources; and a keen understanding
of what it is to be a community. Although many
circumstances would challenge these and other
fundamental foundations of the region, they would
inherently shape the character Macon County for
years to come.

The arrival of European settlers and African
slaves into the newly formed county undeniably
altered the built communities of the area. From a
political standpoint, migrants were virtually given
a clean slate through legislation handed down
from the State. Acquiring wealth was a multifaceted operation; land was abundant and labor
was presumed free. Unfortunately, many of the
foundations that contributed to the natural growth
of the region were not upheld.This inevitably created
rifts in the identity of a constantly changing area.
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Tuskegee Syphilis Study subjects

Macon County Courthouse

Major developments in the natural environment,
the built form, and the local economy were the
highlights of the 1900’s. Dynamics at the social
level were at the heart of these changes.

Present-day Macon County is in the process of
retuning itself after such an eventful past. Albeit
challenging, the region has been able to remain
strong in the face of adversity.

Era of Industrial Growth

TODAY

Era of Definition

Tuskegee Institute students protest the killing of Samuel Younge Jr.

2016 Old Federal Road Storytelling Festival

The 1900’s ushered in an exponential
force of change into the Macon County area. The
economy was heavily stimulated by agriculture
and trade; the resources of these industries
were assumed unlimited, thereby, creating weak
foundations of economic, social, and cultural
security. Discrimination based on race, class, and
cultural background soon materialized in the
built form. Alterations to the physical landscape
eventually let to rapid deterioration in the county’s
social capital, and thus sparking the decline of the
area’s human capital as well.

The region has a unique opportunity to
express the various layers of its identity in a number
of ways. The residents of Macon County have
created multiple opportunities for community
engagement by establishing interactive centers
that explore the history of the area and honoring
notable past and present figures of the local
community. These accomplishments were made
possible through local partnerships with public
and private entities. Despite the efforts of these
partnerships, however, the region has not yet
been able to fully capitalize on the many variety of
assets it has to offer.
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CONNECTING COMMUNITIES

Establishing Social Centers to Stimulate Growth
OBSERVATIONS + CHALLENGES
Macon County has a rich history of being
diverse. Various incidents in history
have affected the county physically,
economically, and socially. The area has
become regionally detached, having to rely
on failing infrastructure as a weak means of
connecting to neighboring counties.
Nodes that once thrived as social centers
have slowly faded away. These include
parks and neighborhood gathering places.
Finally, there are existing assets of the
county are not being capitalized upon.
One of these assets, although gradually
declining in number, is still relatively strong
enough to transform Macon County into a
vibrant area. A few of the major challenges
include pinpointing the regional identity
of Macon County + Tuskegee, overcoming
mistrust within the community, and
mending a broken town and gown
connection.

Macon County has several of assets that each of
the incorporated areas has to offer. The citizens
have the ability to enhance each of these assets
through partnerships.
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Tuskegee University’s Homecoming is one of the
largest annual celebrations in Macon County.
Attendance for this event averages between 20,000
to 25,000 alumni every year.

The city of Tuskegee is the community gathering
hub for annual celebrations such as the G.W. Carver
Commemorative Festival and All Macon County
Day.

Measuring Macon’s Largest Asset

Enhancing Social Capital

The first step to understanding an area is
gathering data on the people that inhabit it.
From a multi-county regional perspective,
Macon County is sixth in terms of population
(with 20,505* residents). Tuskegee accounts for
46% (9,432) of this figure, second only to the
total population of the unincorporated areas of
the county (11,072).

Tuskegee has a few existing conditions that
will promote increases in social capital. Social
capital refers to the networks and relationships
that exist among individuals that interact with
one another. These connections allow the
common environment to adequately function
on different levels.

Figure 1 - Macon County Population Comparison. Montgomery and Auburn are the largest
metropolitan cities in this region while Bullock, Macon and Tallapoosa
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OPPORTUNITIES

STRATEGIES

By addressing the need to enhance the
area’s social structure, several opportunities
arise. Increases in local networks invite the
chance to create a more inclusive brand for
the county. There is also an opportunity to
reinvigorate outreach at the neighborhood
level. A tool that can be used to take
an inventory of persons in the area is a
community survey. Conducting surveys in each
of the incorporated areas expands the overall
knowledge of the area, especially the social
capital. These survey will also aid planning
entities in identifying and enhancing places
where people want to be.

Short-term
Institute local official workshops on community engagement
Use the knowledge from these informational
sessions and
Design a series of county-wide community
engagement + education opportunities for all
residents to be
Nurture growing social organizations
Long-term
Creating a rubric to define Tuskegee and local
areas as centers
Aid in determining specific approaches to
growth
Documenting and adjusting results of implemented social rubric

Re-imagining County Connectivity

Figure 2 - Mapped proposal of potential centers for Macon County. Each of these centers would
contribute to a network that would help the county begin to flourish.
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Figure 3 - Concept of Tuskegee as an urban center. Proposing downtown Tuskegee as an urban center
would immediately give the area context and also act as a starting point in determining how plan for
growth in the area.

OUTCOMES

STRENGTHENING
SOCIAL
CAPITAL

BUILDING
TRUST
+
TRANSPARENCY

GROWTH
THROUGH
LOCAL
NETWORKS
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